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If ~¢ and ~ are two systems of a-element and b-element sets, respectively, and A AB.0  for 
A~¢,  Be~,  then there exists an X, Ixl<(a+~b), such that AABAX~O for Ae~¢, B~.  
This estimate is sharp apart from a constant factor. 
As a consequence, k-continuous Boolean functions can depend on at most O((~)) variables. 
The aim of this note is to solve two problems by showing their equivalence to a 
third one. The first question, raised by Kuratowski, is the following. 
(1) Determine the minimum natural number m(a, b) satisfying that for any two set 
systems ~¢ and ~ with A ABe0 and [AI _<a, IB[ _<b (whenever A ~¢,  B~)  there 
exists an X, Isl =m(a, b), such that A ABOX~f J  when A ~¢,  Be~.  
The finiteness of m(a, b) was proved by Calczynska-Karlowicz [2]. In [3], 
Ehrenfeucht and Mycielski gave effective upper and lower bounds for the case a--  b; 
moreover, they showed that 
(2) re(k, k) is the maximum number of variables a k-continuous Boolean function 
can depend on. 
(A Boolean function f :{0 ,  1}n~{0,  1} is called k-continuous if for every 
x = (Xl, ..., xn) E {0, 1 }n there exists a sequence 1 _ il < --" < ik < n such that f (x)  = 
f (y )  for all Y=(Yl, ...,Yn)e {0, 1} n with yil=xi,, ...,yik=Xik.) 
There was a gap, however, between the orders of magnitude of the upper and 
lower bound for m(k, k). 
Consider now two set systems ~¢= {A 1, ... ,An} and ~ = {B 1, ... ,Bn} of the same 
cardinality and with the following properties. 
(i) AiABi=O, l <i<n, 
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(ii) AiNBj=/=O , l <_i,j<_n, i~j ,  
(iii) IAil<a and ]Bii<_b, l<i<_n. 
Define M(a, b)=maxiA 1U --. U Anl where the maximum is taken over all systems 
(d, ~)  under the assumptions (i)-(iii). These collections, called ISP-systems (in- 
tersecting set-pair systems), have several applications in extremal hypergraph 
theory, as shown by the present author (see [5], or the survey paper [4]). For exam- 
ple, if ~is  an arbitrary z-critical hypergraph (in the sense of Berge [1]) with transver- 
sal number b + 1, then there always exists a set T a of cardinality at most M(a, b) 
such that T~ intersects every edge of ~ in  at least a elements (and T a contains every 
edge of cardinality less than a). 
So the next theorem expresses the equivalence among several problems of quite 
different nature. 
Theorem. For every a, b >_ 1, re(a, b)=M(a, b-  1). 
Since in [5] a fairly good lower and upper bound of 
±ta+b)<M(a, b -  1)< ( a ) +b 
4~ a 
is proved for M(a, b -1) ,  our theorem also gives a complete solution of the 
Kuratowski problem, apart from a constant factor. 
Corollary 1. For a, b>_ 1, -tta+b~.~ m(a, b)<(a+ab). 4 ~, a J ~ 
Moreover, using (2), we obtain the following result, which is best possible, apart 
from a constant factor, too. 
Corollary 2. Any k-continuous Boolean function can depend on at most (~) 
variables. 
It is worth noting that the particular case a = b has some special interest because 
it can be applied for one set system: setting ~ =~,  one can see the following state- 
ment (cf. [5, Theorem 10] for v-critical hypergraphs). 
Corollary 3. I f  ~is  an intersecting hypergraph of  rank r (i.e., [H I <- r and H N H'  ~O 
whenever H, H'  ~ ~),  then there exists an X, IX I < (2rr), such that the hypergraph 
~ '= {HNX:  H~} is still intersecting. 
Let us mention that the equality m(a, b)=m(b, a) is trivial, therefore our 
Theorem implies M(a, b -  1)=M(b, a-  1) immediately. However, this latter identi- 
ty was discovered earlier than the Theorem itself, and has an independent (and 
simpler) proof in [5]. 
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Proof of Theorem. The inequality m(a, b)>_M(a, b -  1) can be seen easily. Indeed, 
consider two set systems ~={A1, . . . ,A ,} ,  ~={Bl , . . . ,Bn},  satisfying properties 
(i), (ii), and IAil-a, IBil <_b-1, such that [A 1 t3---t3Anl =M(a, b-1) .  Set ~ '=~ 
and ~'  = {B iO {x}: x ~ A i, 1 _< i_< n }. Then any A ed '  intersects any B e g ' ,  so 
that the assumptions of (1) are fulfilled by ~ '  and ~ ' .  Moreover, for every 
xeA l  O ... OA,  there exist some A e~'  and Be~'  such that A NB={x} which 
implies m(a, b)>_ U ... UA ,  I =M(a, b -  1). 
For proving m(a, b)<_M(a, b -1) ,  consider an extremal configuration ~¢, ~ for 
m (a, b), i.e., A CI B 4= fl, IA[ _< a, [B[ < b (A ~ ~, B e ~ ), and X is a minimal set (under 
inclusion) for which A CI B FIX:/= fl when A e~¢ and B e ~,  IX[ = m(a, b). Suppose 
further that ~,A~IA[ is as small as possible. 
The minimality of X implies that for every x e X there exist A e ~', B e g such that 
A t"lB= {x}. Moreover, the latter assumption on ~ [A I has two further conse- 
quences. First, A C X when A e d (otherwise replace A by A N X).  Second, for every 
A e ~¢ and every x e A there exists a B = B(A, x) ~ ~il such that A t"l B(A, x) = {x}. 
(Otherwise replace A by A \ {x}. Such a change has no effect on [[.JA I , by the 
minimality of X.) 
Define ~"= {AI, ... ,A,} as a minimal subsystem of ~ such that 
~A=~A.  
A ~"  A ~.d 
The minimality of ~ '  implies that every A i has an 'own' element xi, i.e., 
xi Ai\ U{A/ j . i ,  l_<j___n}. 
Let Bi=B(A i, xi) \ {xi}. Then [B l _<b- 1, and BiNAy:/:fl when j:/=i (since 
A) N B(A i, x i)~ fl by definition, and x i ¢.Aj). This means that the properties (i) and 
(ii) hold for the sets Ai, Bi (1 <_i<_n), so that m(a, b) = [A1 t3 ... OA,,] <_M(a, b -  1) 
follows. 
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